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A B S T R A C T

Bulk hetro-junction organic solar cells (BHJ-OSCs) which made by coating the blend of highly electron rich,
poly-3-hexylthiophene (P3HT) as a donor and extremely electron deficient, soluble C60 derivative, [6,6]-phenyl-
C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PC61BM) as an acceptor between the high work function positive electrode, ITO
and low work function metal negative electrode Al, showed exciting results than the bilayer counterpart in the
last two decades, thus the scientific circle and solar cell manufacturing groups are focusing on this treasured
field. Fullerene derivative based BHJ-OSCs showed astonishing efficiencies due the high donor-acceptor (D-A)
interface, high open-circuit voltage (Voc), easy processing, and thermal stability. Hence, the design of the
fullerene derivative plays a vital role in the efficiency of the OSCs. Numerous papers were published on the PC61/

71BM and various functionally modified fullerene acceptors in the past several years with higher efficiency,
higher LUMO level, and improved solubility. The symmetrical structure of PC61BM showed high aggregation
properties, insufficient absorption in the visible region, but unsymmetrical PC71BM had a good optical
absorption in the visible region, hence it was the most desirable choice for best performing solar cells. From the
comparison, it was clear that the modification in the PC61/71BM core with aryl group, alkyl chain length, and end
group modification didn’t show any significant difference in the PCE with the P3HT polymer donor in BHJ-
OSCs device structure. Fullerenes multi-adducts performed better than the PC61/71BM due to the development
in the Voc. In multi-functionalization, mainly bis-functionalization showed better performance than mono-
adduct. C60 and C70 based hetro bis-adducts namely, C60(CH2)(Ind), and OQMF70 showed the highest PCE of
5.90%, and 6.61% respectively, which was comparable with the indene based bis-adducts. Commonly, tris-
adduct fullerenes showed the lowest PCE due to the isomer effect and electron trapping, but OQBMF was a hetro
tris-adduct of C60-methanofullerenes, which showed a excellent PCE of 6.43% due to improved Voc. Similarly,
indene substituted C60 and C70 fullerenes based bis-adducts showed supreme PCE, of 6.5% (IC60BA) and ~6.7%
(IC70BA) respectively, peak PCE was attributed to the high electron donating indene group, which enhanced the
LUMO level due to the shrinkage in the π-system. The dihydronapthyl based fullerene bis-adduct derivatives
such as, NC60BA, and NC70BA showed the best performance of 5.37%, and 5.95% respectively, than the mono-
adduct. Even though abundant fulleropyrrolidines were reported, the performance of the fulleropyrrolidines
based device was very deprived than the PC61/71BM based devices. Though the OSCs are comparatively efficient
for commercial application due the insufficient efficiency and lower environmental stability factors controls the
early arrival to the market. Therefore, it is essential to go through the recent fullerene derivatives based
literatures, including mono-, bis-, tris- and multi-adducts of various methanofullerene derivative, indene based
fullerene derivatives, dihydronaptyl substituted fullerenes, fulleropyrolidines, 1,2 and 1,4-adducts and fullerene
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dimethyloctyloxy)- 1,4-phenylenevinylene); PC61BM, [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester; PC71BM, [6,6]-phenyl-C71-butyric acid methyl ester; PC84BM, [6,6]-phenyl-C84-butyric
acid methyl ester; P3HT, poly(3-hexylthiophene)
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derivatives for OSCs applications. In this regard, we discussed the present development in fullerene derivative
and summarized the efficient fullerene derivatives for the BHJ-OSCs application and suggest a possible scenario
for the future development in the fullerene cage.

1. Introduction

Electronic revolutions in the last fifty years yielded modern
agriculture and irrigation system. Revolutions in the agriculture system
leads to more energy demand which was accomplished by the non-
renewable energy resources [1–4]. Utilization of non-renewable energy
sources for the mass energy production which leads to the depletion of
fossil energy resources at a faster rate and resulted the maximum
greenhouse gas emission [5]. The emission of these gasses induced
global warming and paves the way for sudden natural calamities [6]. To
avoid this only option behind us is consuming the clean and green
renewable energy. The solar cell will play the key role to contain the
environmental pollution. A polymer solar cell is the one, which
attracted remarkable attention due to the cheap production cost,
flimsy, and elastic nature than the conventional silicon based inorganic
solar cell. It directly converts the endless sunlight into current [7].
Polymer solar cells are classified on the basis of the active layer
preparation into mono layer, bilayer, BHJ, tandem, and inverted solar
cells. In each of the above solar cell donor and acceptor units are
necessary, except mono layer solar cells. Conjugated polymer or small
molecule is most widely used a donor, similarly polymer, small
molecule, perylene diimide, and fullerene derivatives are used as an
acceptor material [8]. The ultrafast photo-induced electron transfer
from polymer to fullerene, resulted the flourish of OSCs [9]. The
limited solubility of pristine C60 showed the lower performance in
OSCs, hence, it is compulsory to find soluble fullerene derivative for
efficient OSCs. This paves the way for the synthesis of new fullerene
derivatives, such as PC61BM, which is highly soluble in aromatic
solvents, and efficient electron acceptor than the pristine C60. In
OSCs, P3HT polymer and PC61BM are most widely used donor and
acceptor respectively [10].

To commercialize the low cost OSCs, the PCE should be improved;
numerous research groups are trying to achieve the above objective by
tailoring the donor and acceptor material with the wide and strong
absorption in UV–vis to NIR region, appropriate energy levels,
material miscibility and improved charge transporting properties.
Particularly numerous functionalized fullerene derivatives have been
reported with improved efficiency [11,12].

Recently, Chen et al. [13] reported a record high PCE of ~10% for a
single junction BHJ-OSCs, which was obtained for the PTB7-Th
polymer with PC71BM ([6,6]-phenyl-C71-butyric acid methyl ester)
acceptor. Recently, small molecule based single-junction BHJ-OSCs
with PC71BM reached a record high PCE of ~10% [14]. In the case of
tandem solar with PC61BM and PC71BM as acceptor layers reached
PCE of ~15% [15]. Similarly, fullerene free bilayer and BHJ solar cell
based on small molecule and PCDTBT polymer acceptors showed an
improved efficiency of ~8.4% and ~10% respectively [16,17]. Heliatek
achieved the highest certified efficiency of ~12% in December 2013, for
a multi-junction solar cell [18]. Though, some highly conjugated n-type
polymers, and small molecules performed better than the fullerene
derivatives, but PC61/71BM acceptors still the cornerstone of all full-
erene derivatives [19,20]. In polymer solar cells, BHJ device structure
showed peak performance than the bilayer one due to the interpene-
trating D-A interface. Hence, it is essential to review the applications of
recent modified fullerene derivatives in BHJ-OSCs for higher perfor-
mance. To improve the PCE of OSCs, which containing tailored
fullerene as an acceptor must have the following important features,
broad and strong absorption, better solubility than pristine fullerene
(over solubility will give negative results), better miscibility with donor
polymer (lower miscibility will reduce the bicontinuous interpenetrat-

ing network), higher lying LUMO level for maximum Voc, smooth
morphology for good electron mobilities, FF and Jsc [5,7,8]. Tailored
fullerenes play a key role in the PCE of OSCs.

In recent years, extensive studies have been aimed to design
optimal electron donors which resulted the dramatic improvement in
the PCE of BHJ-OSCs [7–9]. On the other hand, less attention has been
devoted in the fullerene based acceptors derivatives. Although fullerene
derivatives have been widely used, the structural optimization still to be
needed to increase the compatibility with the P3HT donors. Especially,
efficient and novel chemical methods are needed to modify the
fullerene cage with particular functional group to solve the device
based concerns either in BHJ or conventional device structure. In the
past fullerene derivatives based review papers which are published
before 2013, they summarized the best results of the fullerene
derivatives based solar cells [12,19,20]. During the recent past, it is
not surprising to see that the chemistry of fullerene derivatives has
budded significantly and many new fullerene derivatives have been
introduced in the BHJ-OSC field. Some of the fullerene derivatives
achieved the best efficiency. Considering the importance of the full-
erene acceptors, in this review we are intended here to give a
rationalized review regarding the developments in the fullerene
derivatives for high performance BHJ-OSCs. In this review, we
explained in brief about the classification of solar cell, working
principle and history of fullerenes in first part and in the second part
we summarized the best performing fullerene derivatives with elabo-
rate explanation. In addition to that we highlight the recent develop-
ment in fullerenes and the reason for the peak performance.

The authors express regret for any lapses of fullerene derivatives
based scientific publications which are related to BHJ-OSCs applica-
tions. We hope that this review offers a clear summary of the present
best performing fullerene derivatives in BHJ-OSCs and will give new
thoughts for tailoring novel fullerene derivatives with suitable proper-
ties for better OSC application. In this regard, we reviewed the recent
research development on tailored fullerene acceptors derivative for
high performance BHJ-OSCs.

2. Classification of solar cells

The device which converts the solar radiation into current is called
as a solar cell. The classification of solar cell is given in the following
Fig. 1. It is mainly classified into three type first one non-organic or
inorganic based solar cells, second one is the organic based solar cells;
the final one is a hybrid solar cell which is made by the mixture of
organic and inorganic materials.

Fig. 1. Classification of solar cells.
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